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Observation frequency is analyzed over four areas of the Mediterranean basis where poaching, illegal fishing, and illegal trafficking
of goods and people are active. To this end, a geometrical observation and dynamical model is utilized which accounts for multiple
satellites and multiple orbital planes and is applied to SIASGE and Sentinel-1 missions. Statistics show that a few hours are needed
in the mean to reobserve the same area.

1. Introduction

Surveillance of the Mediterranean basin is critical from
humanitarian, environmental, and security points of view.
Since maritime surveillance involves wide regions and very
frequent observations of given areas, monitoring from space
offers better operational performance with respect to aerial
and maritime assets. As for surveillance of ships, the need
to observe nonstationary small targets over a nonstationary
background is an additional challenge. Synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) has been identified as the key technology to ful-
fil application needs in the field of fisheries control, pollution
control, and maritime border security [1].

SAR potential for ship detection has been analyzed for
almost twenty years. Vachon [2] utilized RADARSAT-1 and
Envisat data to show that length of detectable ship decreases
at higher incidence angles thanks to the decrease of clutter
level. Other analyses were proposed in [3] with application
to fishery vessel monitoring and in [4] with major emphasis
on the accuracy of detection obtained by alternating polariza-
tion data. Finally, Crisp [5] extensively analyses utilization of
SAR imagery for ship detection. The ship wake has also been
used for ship route identification in SAR images and a number
of different techniques have been developed for wake detec-
tion [6–9] and to estimate ship velocity [8, 9].

On the one hand, spaceborne radar offers unique
capabilities; on the other hand, a very strong limitation
stands: a single satellite offers poor capability of reobserva-
tion of the same area on Earth. Nonetheless, SAR potential
could be routinely utilized to implement a ship monitoring
infrastructure based on the large number of currently
flying and planned SAR missions. It is worth noting that
spaceborne SAR evolution has led to the implementation
of constellations with well-assessed radar and satellite
design:

(i) Italian COSMO-SkyMed (CSK) [10] (4 satellites) and
its follow-on COSMO second generation (CSG) [11]
(2 satellites)

(ii) German military constellation SAR-Lupe [12] (5
satellites) and its follow-on SARah (3 satellites)

(iii) Canadian Radarsat Constellation [13] (3 satellites)

(iv) European Sentinel-1 mission [14] (2 satellites)

(v) Argentinian SAOCOM mission [15] (2 satellites)

(vi) Chinese Gaofen-3 [16] (3 satellites), Ludi-Tance (2
satellites), Gaofen-12 (3 satellites), and military
Jianbing-5 and Jianbing-7 constellations
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In addition, highly innovative constellations are under
development and deployment. Finnish ICEYE [17] and
American Capella [18] make use of very compact and light-
weight design for both the bus and the payload. Further data
can be found in [19, 20].

The innovation proposed and analyzed in the paper is
the synergic use of multiple space assets to improve the
observation frequency to the advantage of time-varying phe-
nomena monitoring. From a model point of view, rather
than simulating the orbits of multiple satellites, a cine-
matic/geometrical model is extended: it foresees satellite
passes at any latitude. Such model was previously developed
for a single radar satellite [21] and then extended to a mul-
tiple satellite configuration in the same orbital plane [22].
Finally, it has been extended in this paper, including the
possibility to simulate multiplane constellations with differ-
ent orbital parameters. We present its application to the
Mediterranean Sea under the assumption of the availability
of CSK, CSG, Sentinel-1, and SAOCOM constellations.
Being either part of the Copernicus asset or of the SIASGE
system (CSK, CSG, and SAOCOM), their synergic use is a
pursuable goal.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 analyses the
area to be observed and its schematization in a discrete set of
targets, while Section 3 identifies initial conditions of the
selected constellations and their relative phasing. Then, Sec-
tion 4 shows the statics of reobservations time attained on
such area.

2. Target Areas and Schematization

“In 2018, our sea suffered a real frontal attack, with 20,437
ascertained infringements, 20% more than the previous year
and, even, 28.5% more than in 2016”. This is how Legam-
biente in the 2019 annual report launches its alarm on the
state of the Italian waters and coasts and on failings of cur-
rent prevention and control systems. These numbers testify
the need for further intervention actions [23]. At a national
level, the coasts of the major islands are the scenarios in
which illegal fishing is widespread: Sicily holds the sad
record, with almost a thousand ascertained infringements.
Sardinia, on the other hand, has the record for fish products
seized with 129,000 kg in one year. Bluefin tuna, mollusks,
sea urchins, and other fishes are caught breaking the rules
that protect the species and regulate fishing seasons. Interna-
tionally, it has been estimated that illegal fishing represents
19% of the total catch with an economic value of 10 billion
euros each year [24]. There are 29 Italian marine protected
areas and 2 underwater parks, which protect a total of
228,000 hectares of sea and 700 kilometers of coastline
[25]. The possibilities for on-site monitoring of such large
areas are therefore very limited. A World Wide Fund for
Nature (WWF) survey has highlighted how waste, plastics
at sea, tourism, and maritime traffic pose an increasing pres-
sure on the survival of biodiversity in Italian marine pro-
tected areas. However, it is poaching and illegal fishing that
are the main and most widespread problems. The analysis
also showed that, with reference to large marine protected
areas (> 10000 hectares), the illegal fishing is prevalent.

In addition, illegal trafficking of goods and people has a
transnational competence. In the Mediterranean Sea, the
most used routes are from Libya, Tunisia, and Turkey to
Italy and from Morocco to Spain, with almost daily tragic
reports. Less known is the illegal maritime trade in goods
(drugs and weapons, mainly). Italy is one of the main import
routes in Europe given its geographical position in the center
of the Mediterranean and the extension of its coastal areas.
In its report on Italian port security 2018, the Italian port
security assessed that the most complex challenge for
national surveillance systems is cocaine traffic on medium-
long distances [26]. The European border control agency
Frontex has identified two specific areas where satellite mon-
itoring can help fight the illegal trafficking of goods towards
the European coasts: the Alboran Sea, between Gibraltar and
Melilla, and the Adriatic Sea between the Albanian and
Italian coasts [27].

Therefore, four areas are identified to investigate poten-
tial frequency of observation of systems of constellations
with potential applications in the fields of illegal fishing, ille-
gal trafficking control, and protected marine areas monitor-
ing (Figure 1, Table 1). They correspond to quadrangular
areas in latitude/longitude.

Since the observation frequency analysis algorithm relies
on discrete modelling of the Earth, to have a consistent rep-
resentation of the different areas, they must be sampled with
identical linear spacing. Therefore, each area must be ade-
quately sampled considering its extensions in both latitude
and longitude and considering that a constant linear spacing
implies that the number of sample points must decrease with
longitude to account for the reduction of local parallel
length. The selected areas have been sampled assuming to
represent the equator with 3000 points, which corresponds
to a linear spacing of about 13.4 km. Therefore, each merid-
ian is sampled with such spacing as well as each parallel
(Figure 2). We verified with a simulation on the whole globe
that a further increase of the number of points does not
modify reobservation time statistics significantly. Finally,
each area has been sampled with a different number of sam-
ple points (Table 1) to be equivalently represented by a sta-
tistical point of view.

3. Constellation Initial Conditions

Considering the number of radar constellations which have
been deployed or are under development, we select the fol-
lowing assets to analyze the frequency of observation:

(i) Italian COSMO/SkyMed (CSK) and Cosmo second
generation (CSG)

(ii) Argentinian SAOCOM 1

(iii) European Sentinel-1

CSK and CSG are already operated as a single system. In
addition, SAOCOM 1 was developed by Argentina under
coordination with Italy. Furthermore, CSK and CSG are
national assets of Copernicus, which include Sentinel-1.
Therefore, agreements are already in place to coordinate
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satellite operations and to exchange mission data. Selected
constellations consist of 4 satellites (CSK) and 2 satellites
(CSG) sharing the same orbital plane and with coordinated
phasing between satellites, 2 satellites with orbital planes
close to those of CSK and CGS (SAOCOM 1), and 2 satel-
lites sharing another orbital plane (Sentinel-1). We then
have 10 satellites available: 2 in C-band (Sentinel-1), 2 in
L-band (SAOCOM 1), and 6 in X-band.

To perform repetitivity analysis effectively, it is necessary
to identify the relative geometries of the different orbits and
the in-plane phasing among the satellites of the same con-
stellation and of different constellations. This assessment
has been performed by available data in literature [28–35]
and by analyzing two-line element (TLE) sets of all satellites
to assess unknown parameters and for an overall geometry
verification.

Table 2 lists all data derived from the literature. They are
not sufficient to describe satellite motion in time with
respect to the rotating Earth, which is essential to derive tar-
get observation frequencies. Figure 3 shows the relative
phasing of CSK/CSG constellation.

In order to simulate constellation motion with respect to
the Earth, it is necessary to estimate ascending nodes’ longi-
tude and satellites’ argument of latitude at the same epoch.
Since such data are not available in the literature, they have
been derived from TLE which were downloaded from satel-
lite tracking websites (e.g. http://www.celestrak.com).

Unfortunately, TLE are not available at the same epoch
for all satellites. Therefore, satellite orbital elements must
be properly synchronized at a unique universal time to attain
coherent initial conditions to propagate constellations.

The first step has been synchronization of all satellites at
the time of the CSK-1 TLE data used as reference. In partic-

ular, right ascension of the ascending nodes and perigee
anomalies have not been modified because the time differ-
ence is of the order of thousands of seconds, with the maxi-
mum Δt of about 3 hours for SAOCOM 1A: (a) precession
of line-of-nodes is mainly related to J2 perturbation, and it
is at least three orders of magnitude smaller than the mean
anomaly rates; (b) all orbits are frozen in eccentricity, thus
perigees only oscillate very slowly around the anomaly of
90°. Instead, it is necessary to correct the mean anomaly,
whose angular rates are of the order of 10-3 rad/s. Correc-
tions have been made and arguments of latitude (satellite
anomalies with respect to the ascending node) estimated at
the same time considering the mean anomaly rate for each
satellite.

CSK, CSG, and SAOCOM satellites’ relative phasing at
the time of CSK-1 TLE is shown in Figure 4, where it must
be considered that the orbital planes of SAOCOM satellites
are slightly different than those of CSK and CGS ones. In
addition, it is worth considering that at the time of TLE
download, CSG 2 was still maneuvering after launch to reach
its nominal positions in the constellation (in fact, experi-
mental perigee anomaly, eccentricity, and mean anomaly
were incompatible with the nominal ones derived from
literature).

TLE analysis clarifies the planar sequence of CSK, CGS,
and SAOCOM. For SAOCOM, some discrepancies remain:
(a) SAOCOM satellites seem separated by 166° anomaly shift
instead of the nominal 180° value reported in the literature;
(b) SAOCOM satellites are phased of about 45° and 30° with
respect to COSMO instead of the nominal 32.5° reported in
the literature (10 minutes). Since the observation frequency
estimation process requires the longitudes of the ascending
nodes, considering that the time of passage of CSK-1 on
the ascending node is February 8th, 2022, at 4 h 28m
43.76 s, Greenwich meridian right ascension was computed
(205.45°). Therefore, we get Table 3.

Some assumptions are needed to resolve discrepancies
between nominal parameters and experimental ones which
can be affected by the particular situation caused by CSG-2
launch and operations. Thus, since CSG 2 satellite was
maneuvering, its anomaly will be forced at its nominal value.
Then, as for Sentinel-1 constellation, the ascending nodes

Figure 1: Selected areas of interest. From left to right: Strait of Gibraltar, Sardinia, West Sicily, and Southern Adriatic Sea.

Table 1: Areas of interest coordinates.

Area of interest
Center

latitude (°)
Center

longitude (°)
No. of points

(1) Adriatic Sea 41.218 17.860 554

(2) Sardinia 39.987 8.9978 547

(3) West Sicily 37.894 12.663 253

(4) Alboran Sea 36.152 -2.9597 742
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Figure 2: Discrete schematization of the four selected areas of interest.

Table 2: Orbit data as derived from literature.

CSK, CSG SAOCOM 1 Sentinel-1

Orbit Sun-synchronous frozen Sun-synchronous frozen Sun-synchronous frozen

Ascending node local time 6 a.m. 6 a.m. 6 p.m.

Altitude (km) 619.6 619.6 693

Inclination (°) 97.86 97.86 98.18

Eccentricity 1 18 × 10−3 N/A N/A

Satellite phasing (°) See Figure 3 180° 180°

Repetition cycle 237/16 237/16 175/12

Elevation angle range (°) 22.7-44.3 20-50 (incidence) 20-45 (incidence)

CSK4

67.5°

45°

CSK2

CSG2

CSK3

CSK1

CSG1

Figure 3: In-plane distribution of CSK and CGS satellites (reproduced from [28]).
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differ by 0.2°, which is certainly an acceptable discrepancy
with respect to what is expected from the literature. Their
relative phasing is 177° instead of the 180° expected, but
again, such difference seems acceptable considering real data
analysis. Therefore, Sentinel-1A argument of latitude could
be assumed from TLE and Sentinel-1B rephased at 180°.
Ascending node longitude will be fixed at the mean value
of the two data.

SAOCOM constellation poses major challenges of inter-
pretation, probably due to a lack of nominal information
derived from literature. Real data do not confirm satellite
phasing from one another (166° instead of 180°) and from
CSK (44° and 30° instead of 32.5°). As expected, they have
a small (3°-4°) difference in ascending node right ascension
which is probably related to satellite management and
reduction of collision risk with CSK/CSG satellites. There-
fore, to the aim of frequency of observation simulation,
SAOCOM satellites are forced at their nominal phasing of
180°, and we relocate them at 32.5° from the closest CSK/

CSK 3

CSK 4

CSK 2 CSK 1

CSG 1

CSG 2

SAOCOM 1A

45
.78

62
73

7°

44.2156507°

45.3187014°

67.5733526°7.6
41

97
72

8°

28.7844291°
30.7576838°

89.9219312°

SAOCOM 1B

Figure 4: In-plane distribution of CSK, CSG, and SAOCOM satellites as derived from TLE at the time of the TLE of CSK 1 satellite.

Table 3: Longitude of ascending nodes and satellite arguments of latitude (nodal anomaly) at UT: February 8th, 2022, at 4 h 28m 43.76 s.

Satellite
Right ascension of the
ascending node (°)

Longitude of the
ascending node (°)

Satellite argument of latitude (°)

CSK 1

224.69 19.243

0

CSK 2 179.92

CSK 3 90.002

CSK 4 247.11

CSG 1 314.68

CSG 2 239.47

SAOCOM 1A 227.60 22.152 44.216

SAOCOM 1B 226.70 21.251 210.68

Sentinel-1A 48.588 -156.86 50.071

Sentinel-1B 48.380 -157.07 227.42

Table 4: Selected constellation geometry at UT: February 8th, 2022,
at 4 h 28m 43.76 s.

Satellite
Satellite argument
of latitude (°)

Longitude of the
ascending node (°)

CSK 1 0

19.2435

CSK 3 90

CSG 2 135

CSK 2 180

CSK 4 247.5

CSG 1 315

SAOCOM 1A 32.5
21.7018

SAOCOM 1B 212.5

Sentinel-1A 50.0709
156.9665

Sentinel-1B 230.0709
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CSG satellite. Line-of-nodes are set equal averaging the two
ascending node longitudes. Table 4 summarizes the set of
initial conditions which have finally been assumed.

4. Statics of Observation Frequency

In-depth details on the original model and its extension to
account for both left and right pointing and for whatsoever
number of satellites with a selectable in-plane phase angle
but in the same orbit plane can be found in [36]. Briefly
summarizing, the analysis of repetitivity provides the time

required to observe each selected target and relative statis-
tics. Evaluation of observation capabilities is performed by
dividing the repetition periods into time elements and deter-
mining when each target is in the sensor potential swath. To
this end, first, the access area on a given parallel on the
grounds of maximum and minimum sensor elevation angles
is determined. The satellite motion is described considering
the secular perturbations of a Keplerian circular orbit that
cause the perigee and the ascending node precession. Then,
the grid of ascending nadirs and associated times of passage
are computed considering the angle between two adjacent
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Figure 5: Cumulative frequency of the time of passage over the same target for area 1: Adriatic Sea.
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Figure 6: Cumulative frequency of the time of passages 1-3 over the same target for area 1: Adriatic Sea.
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ascending nodes and the angle between two successive
ascending nodes as a function of the repetition factor. The
angle between the nth ascending and descending nodes
depends on the satellite motion and the Earth’s rotation with
respect to the nodal line (see the Appendix for details). The
observation geometry of satellites is analyzed to compute the
angle subtended by the arc between the two points on the
parallel corresponding to the minimum and the maximum
off-nadir angle. Thus, for any given node on the parallel,
the parallel arc observed by a SAR can be determined [21]
to verify if a given target can be observed. Finally, for each

target, the times of the first, second, and nth observations
are determined in the repetition period as well as the elapsed
time between observation i and i + 1. Relative observation
frequency is derived as a function of time by dividing the
number of targets under potential observation at the given
time by the total number of targets. The cumulative fre-
quency at a given time is the sum of relative frequency at
previous times. Such statistics are derived for both observa-
tion time and time interval between successive observations.

The analysis is conducted over the four selected areas of
interest providing the cumulative frequency of passages over
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Figure 7: Cumulative frequency of the time of passages 1-3 over the same target for area 4: Strait of Gibraltar.
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Figure 8: Revisit time mean value and std. deviation for area 1: Adriatic Sea.
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the area of interest considering the three missions which
integrate the SIASGE constellation and the ESA Sentinel-1
mission.

Let us first consider the area of interest 1 (Adriatic Sea).
Figure 5 highlights the cumulative frequency of the time of

passage over a given target for all the completed passages
in the simulation time. Figure 6 highlights the first three pas-
sages: the first passage is completed in about 3.6 hours; the
second passage is completed in about 15.6 hours; the third
passage is completed in about 27.3 hours. In addition, we
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Figure 9: Revisit time relative frequency for area 1: Adriatic Sea.
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Figure 10: Revisit time mean value and std. deviation for area 4: Strait of Gibraltar.
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can state that the 80% of the area can be observed: in about 3
hours for the first time; in about 3.6 hours for the second
time; in about 15.9 hours for the third time. These results
highlight that a good understanding of the observation capa-
bility is not only given by analyzing full coverage of the area
of interest. Rather, it is necessary to have additional criteria
describing how rapidly coverage grows in time.

As for the largest area of interest (area 4, Strait of Gibral-
tar), Figure 7 shows that the first and second passages are
completed quickly, reaching almost 100% in less than three
hours. On the other hand, the third passage rises very slowly,
and almost 15 hours is required to exceed 95% coverage.

To gain a better understanding of repetitive perfor-
mance, the mean values and the standard deviations of
revisit time are evaluated considering all completed passages.
For the Adriatic Sea (area 1), 49 passages are completed
(Figure 8), and the revisit time mean value is about 6.95 h
with a standard deviation of 5.29 h. In addition, due to large

value of such standard deviation, mean values and standard
deviations of time intervals required to reobserved 90% and
95% of the targets are also computed. The mean value (stan-
dard deviations) of time required to reobserve 95% of targets
is 12.2 hours (23 minutes). Analysis at 90% target reobserva-
tion shows a great reduction of standard deviation: mean
value of 12.0 hours with a standard deviation of about 17
minutes. Revisit time relative frequencies have been plotted
in Figure 9 for the first five passages. First, it is worth noting
that observations occur within a time span of a few hours
thanks to multiple constellations, but successive observa-
tions happen in about 12 h since all constellations have close
lines-of-nodes.

This analysis has been performed over all areas.
Figures 10 and 11 show revisit time statistics for the Strait
of Gibraltar which are characterized by the same behavior.
All results are synthesized in Table 5 to show that perfor-
mances are similar among different areas. The mean time
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Figure 11: Revisit time relative frequency for area 4: Strait of Gibraltar.

Table 5: Statistics of revisit time.

Area Mean (h) Std. (h) Mean (h) 95% Std. (h) 95% Mean (h) 90% Std. (h) 90%

Adriatic Sea 6.95 5.29 12.2 0.383 12.0 0.283

Sardinia 7.04 5.13 12.0 1.70 11.5 2.34

West Sicily 7.07 5.06 12.0 0.357 11.9 0.347

Alboran Sea 7.30 5.31 12.0 1.74 11.8 1.71
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to revisit the area is always around 6 hours with a standard
deviation of about 5 hours. The mean time to revisit the
95% of the targets is again almost equivalent, as well as for
90% of the target and in both cases of the order of 12 hours.
In these latter cases, standard deviations increase from few
tens of minutes to almost two hours for Sardinia and Gibral-
tar. This behavior could be related to Area extension and
shape. Gibraltar and Sardinia are wide areas (742 and 554
points, respectively), while Sicily is the smallest (253 points).
Adriatic Sea is also a wide area but, differently from Gibral-
tar and Sardinia which are close to rectangles in longitude
and latitude, it is shaped almost along the quasipolar satel-
lites’ tracks, which probably reduces the standard deviation.
In addition, performances are similar because all areas of
interest are close in both latitude and longitude.

5. Conclusions

This paper approached the problem of evaluating reobserva-
tion capabilities of complex satellite systems based on syner-
gic use of different radar constellations. The study has been
focused on a system which makes use of COSMO-SkyMed,
Cosmo second generation, SAOCOM 1, and Sentinel-1
which totalize ten SAR satellites belonging either to Coper-
nicus or (and) to SIASGE. Operational coordination and
data exchange policy have already been agreed for such sys-
tems. The investigated region is the Mediterranean basin
and, in particular, four areas where poaching, illegal fishing,
and illegal trafficking of goods and people are common
activities. Current control systems have shown their weak-
ness and would benefit from effective space observatories.

From a mathematical point of view, an existing geomet-
rical observation and dynamical model are extended to
multiplane satellite systems. It requires that areas under

observation are adequately sampled in sets of discrete tar-
gets. In addition, all satellite orbital parameters must be syn-
chronized at a unique epoch. The authors have shown how
to adequately sample the target areas and a method to fix
satellite data working on both literature and two-line ele-
ment data set to derive unknown parameters and resolve
ambiguities.

The analysis of observation frequency has shown that
performance is similar over the Mediterranean basin with
slight differences depending on the extension and shape of
selected areas. In addition, it has been shown that reobserva-
tions occur in rapid sequence at a fraction of the orbital
period with “blind” time interval of about 12 h in average.
Therefore, the use of multiple satellite systems is extremely
beneficial because it allows for a dense sequence of succes-
sive observations by different satellites, which is a great
advantage with respect to a single satellite and a single con-
stellation. Nonetheless, it still fails to ensure continuity of
observation throughout the day.

This limitation is not related to the selected constella-
tions because all radar constellations share similar line-of-
nodes, with the ascending local time set at dawn or at sunset.
Such limitation would take great advantage from the devel-
opment of innovative approaches in spaceborne SAR (such
as ICEYE and Capella), which foresee different orbital planes
and ascending node local times.

Appendix

The satellite motion is described considering the J2 secular
perturbations of a Keplerian orbit [37], consisting of perigee
(ω) and the ascending node (Ω) precessions and a modifica-
tion of the mean motion (M). The repetition factor (Q) is
defined for a repetitive orbit as the integer number of

Q
An, E

P

P'' P'''

P'

i

f

Dn

An

O

O

Earth rotation axis

Orbit

Equatorial plane

Line of nodes

⊕

Figure 12: Geometry to define locations of ascending and descending passes over a parallel at a given latitude.
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satellite revolutions (R) divided by the integer number of
Earth rotations (N) with respect to the ascending node [38].

Q = R
N

= M + ω

Ω⨁ −Ω
, A 1

where Ω⊕ is the Earth’s rotation rate. Extending the wording
of the ascending and descending nodes from the equatorial
plane to any parallel at any latitude ϕ, two adjacent (in
space) ascending nodes are spaced by an angle 2π/R,
whereas two successive (in time) ascending nodes are spaced
by 2π/Q. The same stands for descending nodes [39]. Thus,
angular spacing between the first and the nth ascending
node and elapsed time are given by:

A1ÔAn = n − 1 2π
Q

, A 2

ΔtA1An
= n − 1 τ, A 3

where τ is the nodal period.
The angular spacing between the nth ascending (An) and

descending (Dn) nodes is computed in Figure 12 and
depends on a geometrical contribution plus the Earth’s rota-
tion in the time required by the satellite to fly from An to Dn.

AnÔDn = 2 cos−1 −
tan ϕ

tan i + 2π
Q

f if ϕ ≥ 0,
1 − f if ϕ ≤ 0,

f = 1
π
sin−1 cos ϕ sin cos−1 −

tan ϕ

tan i

A 4

The corresponding time interval is as follows:

ΔtAnDn
= τ

f if ϕ ≥ 0,
1 − f if ϕ ≤ 0

A 5

It is worth underlying that Equations (A.2)–(A.5) extend
to any latitude in the model by King [40], which only stands
for the equator.

In addition, in Figure 12, the angular spacing between
the 1st ascending node on the equator (A1,E) and the 1st

ascending node on the parallel at latitude ϕ (A1) can also
be computed. Again, it is the sum of a geometrical contribu-
tion plus the Earth’s rotation in the time required by the sat-
ellite to fly from A1,E to A1.

A1,EÔA1 = sin−1 −
tan ϕ

tan i + 1
Q

sin−1 sin ϕ

sin i
,

ΔtA1,EA1
= 1
2π sin−1 sin ϕ

sin i
τ

A 6

Therefore, given the ascending node’s right ascension and
the associated time of the passage on the ascending node of a
single satellite, the times and longitudes of every ascending/

descending passage can be derived by implementing the above
equations. For a constellation of satellites sharing the same
orbital plane, satellite in-plane relative phasing suffices to
simulate the whole constellation. In the case of either constel-
lations with multiple orbital planes or constellations of
constellations, the model requires to identify the location of
the first satellite of each orbital plane at a single universal time.
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